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We theoretically describe the two-electron four-level double quantum dot (DQD) tunnel-coupled
to a fermionic sea by using the rate-equation formalism. This approach allows to find occupation
probabilities of each DQD level in a relatively simple way, compared to other methods. Calculated
dependencies were compared with the experimental results. The system under study is irradiated by
a strong driving signal and as a result one can observe Landau-Zener-Stückelberg-Majorana (LZSM)
interferometry patterns which are successfully described by the considered formalism. The system
operation regime depends on the amplitude of the excitation signal and the energy detuning, so one
can transfer the system to the necessary quantum state in the most efficient way by setting these
parameters. Obtained results give useful insights about initializing, characterizing and controlling
the system quantum states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fast developing of quantum computing field requires sophisticated practical solutions. One of such solutions are
quantum dots. These systems are good candidates for being building blocs of quantum computers since they have
good tunability [1] and flexible coupling geometry [2]. Also quantum dots demonstrate good performance for readout,
manipulation and initialization of their spin states [3–6]. Such system can be used for quantum information [7,
8] and quantum computing [9,10]. Considered objects are also interesting for studying quantum luminescence [11,
12], superconductivity [13], Kondo effect [14], solid-state energy conversion [15], quantum communication [16,17]
piezomagnetic effect [18], etc.

For solving many modern problems (one of them is a creation of a quantum computer) it is not enough to use a single
quantum dot, thus one should connect them into chains [19]. The behaviour of electrons in a chain can be decomposed
on interactions between pairs of adjacent dots, called double quantum dots (DQD). As a result these systems are widely
explored nowadays, particularly, it was stressed that DQDs open opportunities for probing electron-phonon coupling
[20], allow to probe the semiconductor environment [21], can be used in the relatively new and promising area of
spintronics [22], serve as thermoelectric generators [23] and noise detectors [24]. So both experimental and theoretical
study of such systems is very important not only from quantum information point of view but also for modern quantum
physics in general.

In the current paper we theoretically study the properties of a qud it (d -level quantum system) [25–27] experimentally
studied in Ref. [28]. The main tool of our analysis is the rate-equation formalism [29–31], which is relatively simple,
but often shows good agreement with experiments. For example, this method successfully describes the behaviour of
a two-level system [32] as well as a multi-level system (solid-state artificial atom) from Ref. [33] which was analyzed
in Ref. [34].

The presented research also could be interesting since it opens an additional opportunity for studying the Landau-
Zener-Stückelberg-Majorana (LZSM) transitions. This effect can be observed if one irradiates a quantum system by
a signal with the frequency which is much smaller than the distance between energy levels [35]. LZSM transitions
are reflected in many fields, for instance, in solid-state physics [36,37], quantum information science [38,39], nuclear
physics [40], chemical physics [41], quantum optics [42]. Repeated LZSM transitions result in LZSM interference
[43–47]. The LZSM interferometry can be used for a quantum system description and control [48,49], it allows to
understand better processes of photon-assisted transport in superconducting systems [50] and decoherence in quantum
systems [51,52].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the rate-equation formalism for a TLS is laid out with its
following expansion on multi-level systems. The considered model was applied for the analysis of the two-electron
double quantum dot in Sec. III. Sec. IV is devoted to a DQD studied in the three-level approximation. In Sec. V we
present our conclusions. The expressions for building DQD energy levels diagram were obtained in Appendix A.

II. RATE-EQUATION APPROACH

In this section we describe theoretical aspects of the rate-equation formalism. For doing this we firstly employ this
method for a two-level system with further extension of obtained results on multi-level systems. The Hamiltonian of
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Figure 1: Scheme of the DQD and its energy levels. Panel (a) shows the electrical scheme of the considered DQD, with N1
and N2 being the number of electrons in each dot, V and C with the corresponding subscripts indicate the applied voltages
and capacitances respectively. (b) Energy levels of the DQD studied in Ref. [28], where W up

00(11),W
down
00(11) are the transition rates

between the state |00〉 (|11〉) and states |01〉, |10〉 (|10〉, |01〉) respectively; W01 is a transition rate between states |01〉 and |10〉,
∆ with the same subscript indicates the corresponding tunnel coupling, ΓL(R) is the relaxation rate between left (right) dot
and reservoirs, Γ is the relaxation rate between states |01〉 and |10〉.

a TLS, driven by external field can be written in the form:

Ĥ(t) = −∆
2 σ̂x −

h(t)
2 σ̂z, (1)

where σ̂z =
(

1 0
0 −1

)
and σ̂x =

(
0 1
1 0

)
are Pauli matrices, ∆ is the level splitting, h(t) is the external excitation which

can be presented as follows:

h(t) = ε+A sin 2πνt+ δεnoise(t). (2)

Here ε is an energy detuning, ν and A are the frequency of the excitation field and its amplitude respectively, δεnoise(t)
can be treated as the classical noise. In Ref. [32] the authors used the white-noise model and for the LZSM transition
rate they obtained (see also Refs. [53–57])

W (ε,A) = ∆2

2
∑
n

Γ2J
2
n(A/ν)

(ε− nν)2 + Γ2
2
. (3)

Here Γ2 is the decoherence rate, Jn is the Bessel function, and the reduced Planck constant is equal to unity (~ = 1).
Equation (3) characterizes the transitions which happen when a system passes through a point of maximum levels
approaching.

In the case of a multi-level system we should assign a corresponding transition rate to each level quasicrossing point
(point of maximum levels approaching). The authors of Ref. [34] proposed to extend Eq. (3) on the transition between
arbitrary states |i〉 and |j〉 of a multi-level system by the formula:

Wij(εij , A) =
∆2
ij

2
∑
n

Γ2J
2
n(A/ν)

(εij − nν)2 + Γ2
2
, (4)

where ∆ij is the energy splitting between states |i〉 and |j〉, εij is the corresponding energy detuning. Then the rate
equation for the |i〉 state can be expressed

dPi
dt

=
∑
j

Wij(Pj − Pi) +
∑
i′

Γi′iPi′ −
∑
i′

Γii′Pi. (5)
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Figure 2: (a) Parametric capacitance of the DQD as a function of the excitation field amplitude A and the energy detuning
ε. (b) Dependence of the parametric capacitance of the DQD on the energy detuning ε for the excitation field amplitude
A = 240 GHz (a line cut of panel (a) along y-axis). The corresponding relaxation rates of the system are Γ1 = 0.9 GHz,
ΓR = 12 GHz, ΓL = 50 MHz. The energy splittings are equal to ∆c = 8.25 GHz, ∆up = 1 GHz, ∆down = 21 GHz, and
their positions are at ε = 0 , ± 255 and ± 276 GHz respectively. The decoherence rate Γ2 = 4 GHz and the excitation
frequency ν = 4 GHz.

Here Pi is the probability that a system occupies |i〉 state, Γii′ characterize the relaxation from the state |i〉 to the
state |i′〉.

Thus, writing equations (5) for each level we can find occupation probabilities of the levels and then build corre-
sponding interferograms. Usually for simplicity one considers only a stationary case, dPi/dt = 0. The solution of such
a system will not describe a quantum object dynamics, but it is suitable for obtaining its main properties. Also we
can use the fact that the sum of all probabilities is equal to unity

∑
i Pi = 1.

III. RATE EQUATIONS AND INTERFEROGRAM FOR THE DQD

In this section we apply the rate-equation formalism to the parallel DQD. The scheme of the considered system is
depicted in Fig. 1(a), where N1, N2 are numbers of electrons in each dot, V and C with the corresponding subscripts
indicate the applied voltages and capacitances respectively. Figure 1(b) shows the energy levels diagram. The detailed
procedure of an energy levels diagram building from the scheme in Fig. 1(a) is described in Appendix A.

Since we consider charge states of the system and after each point of maximum levels approaching corresponding
levels swap their positions (an upper level becomes a lower one and vise versa), and we should take this fact into
account. Especially this effect will have an influence on relaxations which occur from the upper lever to the lower one.
We imply that inverse relaxations are Boltzmann suppressed. To handle this we separate our interval into two parts:
for the first interval ε < 0 and for the second interval ε ≥ 0. Also it is important to mention that in our calculations
(not shown here) we divided our picture into more parts (6 is the maximum), but it had worse performance. So finally,
for the considered case the rate equations (5) take the form
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Figure 3: Time dependence of probabilities for different regimes: (a) multi-passage LZSM; (b) single-passage LZSM; (c)
incoherent LZSM; (d) double-passage LZSM. The parameters are the same with Fig. 2.

Interval I (ε < 0):
˙P01 = W10 (P10 − P01) +W down

11 (P11 − P01) +W up
00 (P00 − P01)− ΓP01 + ΓRP00 + ΓLP11

˙P10 = W up
11 (P11 − P10) +W down

00 (P00 − P10) +W10 (P01 − P10) + ΓP01 + ΓLP00 + ΓRP11
˙P00 = W down

00 (P10 − P00) +W up
00 (P01 − P00)− ΓRP00 − ΓLP00

P01 + P10 + P00 + P11 = 1

(6)

Interval II (ε ≥ 0):
˙P01 = W10 (P10 − P01) +W down

11 (P11 − P01) +W up
00 (P00 − P01) + ΓP10 + ΓRP00 + ΓLP11

˙P10 = W up
11 (P11 − P10) +W down

00 (P00 − P10) +W10 (P01 − P10)− ΓP10 + ΓLP00 + ΓRP11
˙P00 = W down

00 (P10 − P00) +W up
00 (P01 − P00)− ΓRP00 − ΓLP00

P01 + P10 + P00 + P11 = 1

(7)

For numerics, we used the following parameters: relaxation rates of the system are Γ1 = 0.9 GHz, ΓR = 12 GHz,
ΓL = 50 MHz, the energy splittings are equal to ∆c = 8.25 GHz, ∆up = 1 GHz, ∆down = 21 GHz, and their
positions are at ε = 0 , ± 255 and ± 276 GHz respectively. The decoherence rate Γ2 = 4 GHz and the excitation
frequency ν = 4 GHz.

By solving Eqs. (6, 7) for the stationary regime (when dPij/dt = 0), we obtain Pmn = Pmn(ε0, A), m,n = 0, 1 as a
function of ε0, A what allows us to plot the experimentally measured value, the quantum capacitance, which according
to Ref. [28] can be written as

C = C0
d

d(ε0) {P01 − P10 + a (P00 − P11)} , (8)
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where a is a dimensionless factor which describes the DQD coupling to the fermiomic sea, for the experiment a = 18
and C0 is proportionality factor. The results of the theoretical calculations are presented in Fig. 2(a). The obtained
interferogram shows the same patterns as the experimental one (see Fig. 3(b) in Ref. [28]). Specifically, one can see
four different regimes: incoherent one (blue star), double-passage LZSM (green circle), single-passage LZSM (yellow
triangle), multi-passage LZSM (red star). Fig. 2(b) presents a line cut of Fig. 2(a) at A = 240 GHz, the same
patterns can be seen in the experiment (see Fig. 3(c) in Ref. [28]).

Figure 3 shows time dependence of probabilities for different regimes: (a) multi-passage LZSM; (b) single-passage
LZSM; (c) incoherent one; (d) double-passage LZSM. From the plots one can conclude that the stationary regime
(when dPij/dt ≈ 0) starts after t0 ≈ 0.8 ns. Also it could be seen that for all cases P01 > P10 > P11, P00.

IV. THREE-LEVEL APPROXIMATION OF THE DQD

In this section we consider the system in the energy basis (in the previous section the system was described in the
charge basis). In this case we can neglect the highest energy level (P3 = 0) and take into account only three levels.
Our energy level diagram has five avoided level crossings at ε = 0, ±ε∗21, and ±ε∗10. For the offsets from these points,
we introduce ε±21 = ε∓ ε∗21 and ε±10 = ε∓ ε∗10, where ± stand for ε > 0 and ε < 0. Respective rates are

Wc = ∆2
c

2
∑
n

Γ2J
2
n

(
A
ν

)
(ε− nν)2 + Γ 2

2
, (9)

W±21 = ∆2
21
2
∑
n

Γ2,21J
2
n

(
A
ν

)(
ε±21 − nν

)2 + Γ 2
2,21

, (10)

W±10 = ∆2
10
2
∑
n

Γ2,10J
2
n

(
A
ν

)(
ε±10 − nν

)2 + Γ 2
2,10

. (11)

The rate equations (5) take the form
dP0
dt =

[
Wc +W−10 +W+

10
]

(P1 − P0) + Γ1→0P1,
dP1
dt =

[
Wc +W−10 +W+

10
]

(P0 − P1) +
+
[
W−21 +W+

21
]

(P2 − P1)− Γ1→0P1,
P0 + P1 + P2 = 1.

(12)

These equations contain only leading terms; in particular, we omitted the term Γ2→0P2 in the first equation and
the term Γ2→1P2 in the second equation. The fact that there is different relaxations between different levels is taken
into account by assuming the time-dependent relaxation Γ1→0 = Γ1→0(t):

Γ1→0(t) =
{
Γ1, |ε(t)| < ε∗21,
ΓL, |ε(t)| > ε∗21,

(13)

where the first line describes the inter-dot relaxation, while the second line corresponds to the tunneling between the
left dot and the leads.

Relation (13) provides two simplifications, when the whole dynamics is either for |ε(t)| < ε∗21 or for |ε(t)| > ε∗21. In
these cases Γ1→0 becomes independent of time and we can have the stationary solution of the system of equations (12).
(Then we can have the receipt for alike situations: take the analytical solutions for such regions, then fitting with this
is a simple way to get the parameters; and afterwards one can continue with more elaborated calculations, such as
solving time-dependent equations.) In these two particular cases we obtain analytical stationary solutions. For the
coherent regime (“red-star” region) we have W±10 → 0 and P2 → 0, then it follows [32,49]

P1 = 1
2

∞∑
n=−∞

∆2
c,n

∆2
c,n + Γ1

Γ2
(ε0 − nν)2 + Γ1Γ2

, (14)

∆c,n = ∆cJn

(
A

ν

)
.

Analogously, for the incoherent regime (“blue-star” region) we have Wc,W
−
10 → 0 and P2 → 0, and then it follows
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P1 = 1
2

∞∑
n=−∞

∆2
10,n

∆2
10,n + ΓL

Γ2,10

(
ε+

10 − nν
)2 + ΓLΓ2,10

, (15)

∆10,n = ∆10Jn

(
A

ν

)
.

We can also note that in the lower parts of the ε−A plane, below the red-star and the blue-star regions, all W ’s are
0, and we have Pi all constants, resulting in zero C.

Otherwise, the time-dependent relaxation Γ1→0(t) provides the dynamics during one driving period of two types
“double-passage” and “incoherent” depending on do we reach one or two sides of the avoided-level crossings, at
ε0 = ±ε∗10. These considerations seem to justify that the system of equations above is sufficient for the whole picture.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We considered the rate-equation approach for a theoretical description of the four-level DQD. The system state as
a function of the energy detuning ε and the amplitude of the excitation signal A was studied. We obtained that the
DQD can be operated in four regimes in dependence on the considered parameters. These regimes are single-passage
LZSM, which corresponds to small ε and large A; double-passage LZSM (small A and ε); multi-passage LZSM (small
A and ε); incoherent regime (large ε and small A). The research is important because it gives useful information
about the DQD properties and behaviour which could be used for the system initializing and controlling.
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Appendix A: Energy levels of a parallel double-quantum dot

In the current research we study the DQD proposed in Ref. [28], see Fig. 1(a). The first step in the system analysis
is finding of the DQD energy levels. In the general form system electrostatic energy can be written:

E = 1
2
−→
V ·C−→V = 1

2
−→
V ·
−→
Q = 1

2
−→
Q ·C−1−→Q, (A1)

where
−→
V and

−→
Q are the vectors of voltages and charges respectively, C is the capacitance matrix. In Eq. (A1) we used

−→
Q = C−→V . Thus to obtain the system energy levels we need to find the vector of charges and the inverse capacitance
matrix of the system.

The charges Q1,2 in the quantum dots can be written as follows

Q1 = CT1(V1 − VTG) + CB1(V1 − VBG) + CS(V1 − VS) +
+CD(V1 − VD) + CM(V1 − V2), (A2)

Q2 = CT2(V2 − VTG) + CB2(V2 − VBG) + CS(V2 − VS) +
+CD(V2 − VD) + CM(V2 − V1). (A3)

It is convenient to rewrite expressions (A2, A3) in a matrix form

−→
Q =

(
Q1 + CT1VTG + CB1VBG + CSVS + CDVD
Q2 + CT2VTG + CB2VBG + CSVS + CDVD

)
=(

C1V1 − CMV2
C2V2 − CMV1

)
, (A4)
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where C1 and C2 are the capacitances, connected to the first and the second quantum dots respectively,

C1 = CT1 + CB1 + CD + CS + CM, (A5)

C2 = CT2 + CB2 + CD + CS + CM.

Then the capacitance matrix has the following form:

C =
(
C1 −CM
−CM C2

)
. (A6)

Let us assume for simplicity that VS = VD = 0. Then putting expressions for the vector of charges Eq. (A4) and for
the inverse capacitance matrix Eq. (A6), for the DQD electrostatic energy we obtain:

E = 1
C1C2 − C2

M

[
1
2C1Q

2
2 + 1

2C2Q
2
1 + CMQ1Q2

]
+ VTG

C1C2 − C2
M

[CT1 (CMQ2 + C2Q1) + CT2 (C1Q2 + CMQ1)] +

VBG

C1C2 − C2
M

[CB1 (CMQ2 + C2Q1) + CB2 (C1Q2 + CMQ1)] + V 2
TG

C1C2 − C2
M

[
1
2C1C

2
T2 + 1

2C2C
2
T1 + CT1CT2CM

]
+

V 2
BG

C1C2 − C2
M

[
1
2C1C

2
T2 + 1

2C2C
2
T1 + CT1CT2CM

]
. (A7)

In order to simplify Eq. (A7), let us introduce new values, Ni = −Qi

|e| , for the number of electrons in the ith quantum

dot, and reduced top-gate nt and back-gate nb voltages

nt = CT1VTG

|e|
= 1

1 + a

CT2VTG

|e|
, (A8)

nb = CB1VBG

|e|
= 1

1− a
CB2VBG

|e|
, (A9)

where a is an asymmetry factor in the gate couplings. Assuming C = C1 = C2 = mCM and rewriting the quantum
dot charges as Q1(2) = − |e|N1(2), then for the energy of the quantum dot we have:

E

EC
= 1

2N
2
1 + 1

2N
2
2 + N1N2

m
− nt

[
N1 + N2

m
+ (1 + a)

(
N2 + N1

m

)]
−nb

[
N1 + N2

m
+ (1− a)

(
N2 + N1

m

)]
+ n2

t

[
1
2 + 1

2(1 + a)2 + 1 + a

m

]
+n2

b

[
1
2 + 1

2(1− a)2 + 1− a
m

]
+ ntnb

[
2(1 + 1

m
)− a2

]
, (A10)

where we defined EC = EC1 = EC2 = mECM = e2 C
C2−C2

M
. We plot the energy levels diagram in Fig. 1(b) for the

following parameters: a = 0.1, nb = 0.25, m = 10, and (N1, N2) = (0, 1) .
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